Ford twin i beam suspension problems

The Twin I-Beam arrived in , created at a time when pickups were first becoming civilized
transportation. Ford eschewed the idea of adopting dual A-arm suspension for its evolution of
the beam suspension rooted in the bones of the Model T. Over time, pickups began to adopt a
number of advancements seen in passenger cars, in a bid to capture some of the mainstream
automobile market. For the first half of the century, pickups had relied on I-beam front
suspensions, which meant both front wheels were carried together on the same axle, usually
located and suspended by a pair of leaf springs. In , General Motors introduced the first half-ton
pickup with independent front suspension. While it shared the basic suspension type with GM
passenger cars, every component for the half-ton was beefed up and the trucks retained their
own unique control arms, knuckles, and brakes. Coinciding with the new coil-sprung, trailing
arm rear suspension in the C-series of pickups, General Motors set the bar for ride quality and
handling at the start of the decade. The new-for fourth-generation Ford F-series was agrarian by
comparison. Not only did it still use a leaf-sprung rear axle, but the story was the same up front.
I-beams were still the standard for light- and heavy-duty trucks, and even some passenger cars
at that point, but buyers began to notice the huge benefits offered by independent suspension.
The problem with I-beams is the same as you find with solid rear axles: when one side hits a
bump, the other side is affected as the housing rides over the obstacle. By freeing the front
wheels from one other, ride quality improves substantially and handling over rough roads
experiences a night-and-day difference. Ford knew it had to answer the shot from across
Detroit, and it had begun work in to design an in-house independent front suspension. So, Ford
gave them what they wanted for each wheel. The Twin I-Beams would attach on the opposite
frame rail of the wheel it supported, with a radius arm running fore and aft to keep the tire
centered in the fender. With the radius arm, impacts could be directed linearly into the frame,
reinforcing the suspension against rutted roads and â€¦ miles of railroad ties, as Ford was so
fond of using in period advertising. For Ford, the results paid off, and buyers adopted the Twin
I-Beam trucks. Dana would provide the differential assembly, with Ford splicing a housing onto
the passenger I-beam and hanging a half-shaft off the other I-beam with a slip yoke connecting
it to the pumpkin. When the Twin-Traction Beam suspension was introduced in , it still carried
many of the same downsides as the Twin I-Beam, like gaining positive camber with any lift, but
the large radius of the traction beams themselves gave exceptional wheel travel compared to a
dual A-arm design. The irony of this whole series of events is that the entire industry, including
Ford, would transition into dual A-arms for half-ton pickupsâ€”even the 4x4s. Ford ultimately
wised up to the compact packaging, more precise control over wheel alignment, and smoother
ride thanks to the reduced unsprung weight that cemented dual A-arms into widespread use.
Automotive History. Share Leave comment. The torsion beams would be soon replaced by coil
springs, but the Chevrolet and GMC pickups started a revolution in pickup chassis. Chevrolet
For the first half of the century, pickups had relied on I-beam front suspensions, which meant
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nameplates used across multiple marques Brandan Gillogly. A swing axle is a simple type of
independent rear wheel suspension designed and patented by Edmund Rumpler in This was a
revolutionary invention in the automotive industry, allowing wheels to react to irregularities of
road surfaces independently, and enable the vehicle to maintain a strong road holding. Some
later automobile rear swing axles have universal joints connecting the driveshafts to the
differential , which is attached to the chassis. Swing axles do not have universal joints at the
wheelsâ€”the wheels are always perpendicular to the driveshafts; the design is therefore not
suitable for a car's front wheels, which require steering motion. Swing axle suspensions
conventionally used leaf springs and shock absorbers. It was also used in early aircraft or
before , such as the Sopwith and Fokker , usually with rubber bungee and no damping. The
swing axle suspension has two advantages over the typical live axle :. Ralph Nader in his book
Unsafe at Any Speed detailed accidents and lawsuits related to the shortcomings in â€” models
of the first generation Chevrolet Corvair 's swing-axle design. Nader identified a Chevrolet
engineer who had fought management after the management had eliminated a front anti-roll bar
for cost reasons. The models were fitted with a front anti-roll bar as standard equipment, in
addition to a rear transverse leaf spring, thus improving stability during emergency
maneuvering. Second-generation Corvairs â€” used a true independent rear suspension IRS
system. The Hillman Imp designers learned from the problems with the Corvair, having crashed
[3] one at a relatively low speed, and they designed their rear-engined car with a semi-trailing
arm suspension at the rear. To attain correct handling balance, they actually used swing-axle
geometry at the front, with the steering pivots mounted at the outer ends of single swing
wishbones. These caused too much understeer and uneven tyre wear, and modifications were

made to reduce the positive camber of the front wheels by lowering the swing-axle pivot points.
Swing axles were supplanted in general use by de Dion tube axles in the late s, though live
axles remained the most common. Most rear suspensions have been replaced by more modern
independent suspensions in recent years, and both swing and de Dion types are virtually
unused today. One exception is the Czech truck manufacturer Tatra , which has been using
swing axles on a central 'backbone' tube since model Tatra 11 instead of more common solid
axles. This system is claimed to give greater rigidity and better performance on poor quality
roads and off-road. There the inherent reduced stability on roads is compensated by an
increased stability on rough terrain, allowing for higher off-road speeds, all else being equal.
Another use of the swing axle concept is Ford's "Twin I-Beam" front suspension for trucks. This
system has solid axles, and may transmit power in four-wheel-drive versions, where it is called
"Twin Traction Beam". Though it is an independent suspension system, as each tyre rises and
falls without affecting the position of the other, the parallelogram action of the A-arm
suspension system is not present. Each tyre moves in an arc, but, due to the longer arms,
camber changes are proportionally smaller than in powered swing axles for the rear wheels
listed above. The pivot point of the axles is lower and located not in the center of the car, but
nearly on the opposite beam of the chassis, so the effect is far less hazardous. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Simple type of independent suspension. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Archived from the original on Retrieved
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Commons. Dependent Beam axle De Dion tube. My front tires lean in a long ways. It is only
wearing tire tread on the inside. When I back up the tires either go straight or lean out. I have
replaced the shock towers, Shocks. Next im replacing the coil springs. I don't know what else to
do with it. Do you. The twin I-beam suspension is strong but it's the world's worst design for tire
wear. Ride height is critical which means replacing the coil springs when they have sagged. Any
tire and alignment shop will have a small book that shows where to take the measurements and
what they should be. The way you described it, it sounds like the alignment is shifting and
adding to the problems. Fords are well-known for ball joints and tie rod ends separating leading
to loss of control and crashes. If you see the wheels shift, you hear any clunking or rattles, or
you feel any vibrations, have the steering and suspension systems inspected immediately. Ford
trucks also commonly develop accelerated right front tire wear. That can be reduced by
installing a heavy duty strut rod bushing and heavy duty shock absorber. Both of those parts
should also be replaced on the left side to maintain even braking and handling but it's the right
tire that will benefit in terms of tire wear. Was this answer. I have replaced the shocks, coil
spring, tire rods, ball joins, axle pivot bushings, and radius control arm bushings. Still the shop
says they can not do the alignment. I'm lost. What about it cant they align? Camber or caster?
Please login or register to post a reply. I Thought Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! The most revolutionary changes since the dawn of the pickup truck, the '60s brought
major advancements to Ford and Chevrolet pickup front suspension systems, each with a
different engineering approach. In Chevy and GMC pickups dropped the straight axle in favor of
IFS independent front suspension sprung with torsion bars, and by adopted a conventional coil
spring arraignment. The drawback with early twin I-beamequipped trucks was excessive tire
wear caused by the swing axle arraignment's radical camber changes. Installing stiffer shock

absorbers to decrease rapid up-and-down travel and bending the I-beams to correct the camber
helped to improve tire wear. Focusing on lowering the frontend of Ford F trucks, the options
have been not as desirable result-wise, or as simple as Chevrolet C10 trucks. The
mickey-mouse inexpensive way to lower a twin I-beam is to cut the coil springs. Done this way
the F will sit lower with gobs of negative camber; eat tires like a fiend and with less suspension
travel ride like crap. Similar to a dropped straight axle the next choice is dropped I-beams, and
depending on design and manufacturing methods ranges from a poor to OK solution. Installing
dropped I-beam axles doesn't address improving the drum brakes or sluggish recirculating ball
steering. By installing Heidts' Heavy Duty Superide II the recirculating ball manual steering gets
tossed in favor of rack-and-pinion power steering, and the drum brakes to Wilwood inch,
four-piston discs. From past experience the vast improvement over stock steering, brakes, and
suspension has to be experienced to be believed. The installation of a Heidts Superride II turns
an old truck into a modern vehicle. Special thanks, to my good friend Gary Baffsky for coming
over from Australia numerous times to do the work. Close Ad. John Gilbert Author. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. They are a 10 ply all terrain road tire designed as an original
replacement tire. No matter what I do, I usually get about 20K miles out of the front tires. The
rears wear evenly. The fronts do not. But the wear is weird. Most wear patterns are viewed
across the face of the tire. Center ridge wear, outer wear, cupping, second rib wear, one side
wear, or feathering ALL imply something happening across the face of the tire. In this case the
wear is rotational. The tires wear "evenly" across the face that is to say they have similar issues
across the entire face , but each individual lug is wearing front to rear. That is to say, the
leading edge first to contact the road of each individual lug is higher than the trailing edge, then
the next lug is worn in a similar manner. The whole tire looks like the individual lugs are ground
cockeyed, like an alligator skin. Over the years, I've done the alignment, checked the front end
components, bearings, brakes, shocks, everything although not always at the same time. No
matter what I do, the tire wear is similar. I finally gave up on it, and resigned to replacing a pair
of tires every 20K and listening to the noise and vibration. The service department suggested it
was not uncommon on these trucks, and that it was related to the alignment. He said that over
time the alignment adjustment is limited, and there isn't enough adjustment any more. While the
price was steep enough, I was trying to figure out the diagnosis. Why would Ford have
insufficient alignment adjustment for normal highway driving conditions? Why would they
admit it? Why would they turn to the after market, instead of issuing a fix? Any thoughts? I don't
get Ford's perspective. Should I just resign to the fact that it is a high mileage truck and keep on
replacing tires? What would cause wear patterns like this? Do you drive it in 4wd alot? Isn't
there some minimal amount of "push" between the front wheels and teh back? If so, this could
be the wear problem. Sounds like the dealer is one turning to the aftermarket for a solution, not
Ford. It sounds like the dealer is out to lunch to me. Did they say what parameter was out of
alignment to cause this wear? Sounds like they have turned to the aftermarket to increase their
profits. If it was a known Ford problem wouldn't there be at least a TSB out there for it? If I had
to guess, I would attribute it to the tire and try a different brand. Did the truck always do this or
is a recent development? Normally, you can get around it with more negative camber with the
aftermarket cams. Especially if it's wearing out the outer edge of the tire. How often do you
rotate the tires? I had a 97 F which I lowered 2" in the front. The stock bolts did not have any
cams for adjustment on them. The place where I bought the drop components and had them
install them was aware of this. They included bolts with adjustment cams as part of the
package. Don't know if the 's and the 's had the same suspension but the dealer may be correct
in saying that different bolts are needed. But the price they are giving you seems rather
outrageous to me. Even if so, the description of the wear is not camber related - camber wear is
excessive shoulder wear. This sounds to me like running a aggressive off-road tire on
pavement. The tread blocks soft and "fall over" as the truck sits on them, causing the leading or
trailing edge to wear faster. I thought it was usually the leading edge that wore quicker, though
I'm going to second the rotate them more often opinion. If done in an X-pattern across the
vehicle, that would change the leading and trailing edge of each tread block and they should
average out to even wear. I went back and reread the OP and I am wrong. I thought I read it as a
camber problem and posted as such. TJ: I stand corrected. Dealer, and you are probably right
about him bumping up his profits. Truck always did it as long as I owned it for the last , miles.
TJ: Brakes have been redone twice while I've owned it. I rotate the tires, but could be more
diligent. In one post you said braking, tire rotation AND caster- which story are you sticking
with?? Hal: F, and F are very different animals but similar designs- maybe similar problems. I
agree, the price is stupid. I agree with your assessment about typical Camber wear but TJ does
not! The ATR's are not an aggressive off-road. They are a multi-use factory replacement
primarily road, occasional off-road. Am I any closer to a solution??? Just wondering if the

shocks don't have proper valving to keep the tire planted on the ground and is allowing it to be
springy and causing odd wear. Rubber technologist's handbook. Look at page There is an
explanation of heel and tow wear and why it occurs on the non-driven wheels of a 2WD vehicle.
Not sure what the take away is as far as preventing it other than more frequent tire rotations.
Have you tried altering the tire pressure? Bad shocks tend leave larger flat spots. Toe and not
rotating tend to screw with the individual tread blocks as described. A friends F does the same
thing. He never has been able to get it fixed. My E did this on the first set of Wranglers. I
switched to a Uniroyal street tire and am now getting around 90K out of a set of tires. The only
other thing I can recommend is don't let just anyone align it. Find someone familiar with a twin
I-beam front end. I've used the local Ford dealer for alignments for years now and don't have
problems with front tire wear on any of my 5 Ford vans. They aren't as cheap as the local tire
shop but I don't have to have them aligned as often either. Here's something to consider: do
you haul loads with it constantly? If so, when it's aligned without a load the twin I beam is not
set for the change brought about by lowering the back of the truck with weight. Also, as the
front suspension drops as the the front of the truck goes up the TIB goes through some funky
toe changes. So you might actually need to record your rear ride height when it's aligned, then
if you carry a load set it back to that height air lift bags or similar. EDIT: Aggressive block
pattern tread tires can also aggravate toe problems, the tread blocks 'twist' causing all sorts of
wear weirdness. You'll need to log in to post. Log in. Login Digital Edition Buy a Subscription.
My daily driver is a high mileage F Super Duty. Over the years I have had a pervasive tire wear
problem which I can't diagnose. I don't usually deal with the dealership, but had a reason to be
there recently. I know nothing about this problem But my BS meter is flying mad. Same brand
tires? Sounds like weak tread block design. Just a total stab in the dark! Twin I-beams Common
as the sun comes up everyday. I think this is called heel and toe wear and could be caused by
incorrect caster. Ranger50 wrote: Twin I-beams Brian Was twin I-beam still used in the
SuperDuty? Rotate every 5K to even the wear between front and rear tires. In reply to
ReverendDexter: Yes, still used. Wow- you guys are are quick! Let me try a few answers: tuna
What BS? The Dealer, the tire manufacturer, or me? It's a 2wd truck. Truck always did it as long
as I owned it for the last , miles Ranger Yes twin I-beams, but no outer edge tire wear. I confess,
but I haven't been that bad. Got it on the rotate. Strizzo: I like your description. Sounds good
LOTS of highway miles. It averaged 60, miles per year for it's first K, and 30, since. I forget to
ask what kind, too. I suspected the shocks, but the wear is similar before and after replacement.
Rubber technologist's handbook Look at page Jump To Lots of Fabrication Talk. Featured
Readers' Ride lotus's Eclipse Turbo. Try Our Other Magazine. Get our newsletter Sign up.
Follow us on. All rights reserved. Site by Rise. We have put together a front disc brake
conversion kit for the early You will be contacted after your order is placed. Basic 3 inch front
suspension lift includes coil springs, Autofab adjustable drag link for right Shipping is
calculated and billed separately. Condition: New This lift kit is made to order, please allow 3 to 4
weeks for processing. For the fabricator who wants to build his own lift. Please specify which
lift you want. Condition: New Shipping is calculated and billed separately. Coil adjusters also
restore ride height when springs take a set. Shock mounting hoops locate These brackets bolt
in place of the original coil bucket, support the beam pivot and increase front track width 2
inches total Highly reconstructed pitman arm that drives the right Anti Wrap Up Design that
cycles correctly for 18 inches of wheel travel with custom Autofab rear shackles. This includes,
but is not limited to, F 2WD, 2 and 4 wheel drive Rangers and These shackles fit various Ford
trucks using The shackles John is a hugely knowledgeable man with great products that make
working with these trucks easy. Great man and company! Had searched for a replacement
steering gear bracket for a dodge w and they are near impossible to find. Purchases one from
auto fab. It was very heavy and well built. I plan to do further buisness with them in the future. It
would be nice if parts came powder coated very good product well made would use this
company again. View 12 24 48 60 Items 1- 19 of Condition: New. Not Available. Description: For
to F medium duty Ford 2 wheel drive trucks with twin I beam front suspension. These lifts are
made to order please allow 3 to 4 weeks for processing. This lift kit is made to order, please
allow 3 to 4 weeks for processing. Made to order please allow 2 weeks for processing.
Description: Taller than stock coil buckets with coil adjuster kits to fine tune the ride height
from side to side. Qty :. Description: For Ford 2wd Trucks an equal length tie rod steering
system that eliminates the bump steer problems of the typical Y Ford steering. We are sorry, but
until further notice this item is not available. Description: We designed these shackles as a
direct replacement for the Ford F-series trucks built from Description: Increases track width for
for F series 2wd trucks. Description: Stock replacement beam pivot bracket hanger for for F
series 2wd trucks F, F, F, F Sold per side 2 mounts needed per truck. Description: Extended
brake lines for F lifts. Shop by Brand --Select a Brand Payment Processing. It was built by Ford,

in conjunction with Dana using the same technologies used in the Dana-Spicer straight axle. A
large number of parts are even interchangeable between the two axle types. The TTB axle is
comprised of two beams that are mounted on pivots, with the tire at one end, and the pivot at
the other. The pivots from both sides cross over center which adds considerable length to the
beam compared to the rather short A-arm setup on conventional independent suspension
designs. A U-joint in the center of the axle allows for independent movement of both beams.
The TTB suspension is extremely durable in stock form, but wheel travel and articulation traits
are somewhat lacking. These things really come to life when modified. With the long
suspension beams exceeding 3 feet in length, travel numbers of 18 or more inches 24 or more
on full-size versions is quite easy to obtain with little to no loss in durability. The stock radius
arms are a bit on the short side, but can be easily replaced with extended ones similar in length
to the axle beam. You can check here for ways to identify these. These are not as easy to work
with as the coil versions. To get any decent flex from the leaf TTB would require converting to
coil springs and adding radius arms to it. Kind of a weird setup. Leafs were better left on
straight axles. There are a multitude of manufacturers that make suspension kits for TTB
vehicles. Finding one with good sturdy brackets can be a bit daunting though. Many of the
available brackets can be easily bent with a hard lateral impact to the wheel. No damage to the
axle itself is likely in such an incident, but with the bracket bent, the wheel alignment is lost.
This is a source of many headaches when it comes to keeping these things aligned. A kit with
good sturdy brackets will maintain the alignment much better. These can get tweaked and not
stay in place. The drop-plate also creates a clearance issue with the Dana35 differential. When
setup for large amounts of travel, the diff housing can strike the pivot bracket when mounted on
a drop-plate, likely damaging the diff housing. Skyjacker is one company that has good
brackets on their Class II series of kits and I highly recommend them. The TTB is best setup and
aligned at its ideal static ride height. This will usually allow the use of a near zero degree
camber setting and will put the axle shafts inline without any undue angle on the center axle
U-joint. Ideal height can be measured at the beam pivot bolts with the wheels pointed straight
ahead and the truck on flat level ground, and is as follows:. The D44 TTB axle should have the
pivots at the same height as the hubs. When a lift is installed or even on many factory delivered
vehicles the suspension will often be below this ideal height. This puts the top of the tires
inward, requiring a positive camber correction to align it. While it is possible to align it to within
factory specification with the suspension as much as 1. Being below level also reduces ground
clearance under the axle, not to mention reduces up-travel. Adjusting this height is
accomplished through the use of shims under the lower coil spring seat on top of the axle
beam, where the radius arm attaches. This will give roughly 1. You can go as high as needed as
long as there is sufficient thread length to reattach the coil retainer. After that, a longer spring
should be used. This is most likely to occur on the heavier models such as on Supercabs and
4dr Explorers. As you can see, it is not ideal for clearance under the axle. In this particular
example, the available upper bracket hole should have been selected. When checking the ride
height, it is imperative that you roll the truck back and forth feet on a level surface to settle the
suspension before checking the height. When let down off the jack or hoist, the tires will be
cocked under some, which will give an erroneous height reading bouncing the suspension will
NOT fully settle it. The steering on TTB suspensions is a sore spot that seems to have been
somewhat overlooked by the aftermarket lift industry. Most companies do provide a dropped
pitman arm to help correct some of the steering linkage angle after a lift, but if the amount of
drop the pitman arm provides does not closely match the lift height of the pivot brackets to
within 1. The Superrunner kit can be used with a non-Superlift brand suspension kit. This
picture shows the Superlift steering linkage conversion installed with a Skyjacker Class II
suspension lift. However, I do NOT recommend that you attempt building or modifying a critical
component such as the steering unless you have full confidence in your welding and fabricating
ability, and are good at sourcing parts for it. After this height, it becomes near-impossible to
restore good steering geometry. A bodylift can be used for additional height, if desired. As with
any suspension, having the right shock length and spring rate is key to getting the most flex
when off road. This can cost several inches overall travel in many cases. To find the right shock
length, the vehicle can be jacked up letting the suspension completely relax hang and then
measuring the distance between the shock mounts. Measure from the base of the top stud to
the center of the lower eye. This will give the extended length of the required shock. If needed,
the bump stop can be set an inch or so lower to preserve bushing life. Removal of the coilspring
shock still in place can make the process of setting the bumpstop height much easier. The
lower the spring-rate of a spring, the more it will flex. This is something to research when
shopping for a suspension kit. Again, Skyjacker seems to have a bit lower rate springs than
most. They often need the shimming for height mentioned above, but is not detrimental to

performance in any way. Skyjacker Pt. Some others exceed A spring in the lb-in range will give
awesome flex on a rig setup to rock crawl. Unfortunately, these would have to be made custom
on a per-application basis from a company such as National Spring as no one has offered them
as part of a kit yet. Lower rate springs will also have a longer free-length for a given lift height.
The added flex from such springs tends to amplify any deficiencies in the steering as well, so be
sure your steering geometry is in good order before experimenting with low-rate custom coils.
Disconnect-type end links can be purchased or made to allow quick removal of the swaybar for
better trail performance. Some degradation of street handling will, of course, occur with it
disconnected, so its best to disconnect it only for off road. Hopefully a time will come that we
start seeing some new or redesigned stuff in the suspension aftermarket for the TTB Fords.
Until then, the tips above should be of some help in attaining a greater level of performance out
of your lifted Twin-Traction-Beam truck. Dana 28 to Dana 35 swap. Steel Washer Coil Spacers.
Coil Spacer Info. Skyjacker Tuning Tips. More Articles:. They did not use no coil springs and
radius arms like the Ford F The exception is the inner axle shaft and slip yoke on the passenger
side. After , these axles were held in place by an internal c-clip. See more information at the
bottom of this page. If the axle is not in the truck, or missing the hubs, you can look at the axle
shafts from the back side of the axle, and check the u-joint size. Right Differential Output Shaft:
The major difference between The early axles use a pressed-on taper roller bearing and an
external bolt-on retaining flange. Later production axles use a straight roller bearing pressed
into the differential housing and the axle shaft is retained by a snap ring inside the differential
next to the differential side gear. The early right diff output shafts could be pulled without
removing the differential housing from the axle beam with a special slide hammer puller
attachment, but seal replacement also requires the bearing be replaced. For later axles, you
MUST remove the differential housing from the axle beam to access the snap ring, but once it is
out replacing the right seal is quick and easy. You could either go with an I-beam setup, or you
could spend the extra money and go with an A-arm setup. Which is better is really going to
depend on what you plan on using the truck for. Ford originally designed the I-beam
suspension setup back in the 60s. It was an attempt at giving their trucks a better ride quality
without sacrificing the workhorse nature of a pickup truck. The design was pretty simple,
instead of using a straight axle, they used two beams, each connected to opposite sides of the
frame. All of which was on coil-over style springs. This design allowed the front wheels to move
independently of each other, and thus gave a much better ride. In the 80s Ford took the I-beam
design and integrated it with a 4WD system. Not only was this design very strong, it also
provided lots of travel and good ride quality. Alignment Throughout Suspension Cycle. One of
the biggest issues with the twin I-beam design is how the alignment is changed throughout the
suspension cycle. You may have noticed how the tires have a massive amount of positive
camber when the suspension is drooped out. The tires will also gain a massive amount of
negative camber when the suspension is compressed to its maximum. Not only is there
massive camber change throughout the suspension cycle there is also toe change and caster
change. None of this is noticeable on the dirt where traction is severely limited. But, on the
street, this can cause extremely unsafe handling. Toe, camber, and caster are relatively static
throughout the suspension cycle. Suspension Strength. Obviously one of the most important
things for desert race trucks is the strength. Although modern IFS suspension designs are
extremely strong they still have more mounting points and more points where the suspension is
pivoting. The I-beam design only uses 2 chassis mounting point, whereas the IFS design
typically uses four chassis mounting points. For this reason, the IFS design is inherently
weaker than the I-beam design, but only marginally so. This is especially true when you are on a
strict budget and can afford all the nicest parts for your suspension setup. This is probably the
most important factor in this article. Due to the complexity of most IFS suspension setups, an
I-beam suspension setup is almost always vastly cheaper. A lot of the cost factor is arguable
based on if you can fabricate yourself or not. What The Pros Have to Say. So, I talked to my
friend Kacy Clark, founder and owner of American Motorsports to see what he had to say. Both
give great travel, however A-arm has much better geometry throughout its suspension cycle
compared to I-beam. Some race teams use I-beam suspension to help mimic the suspension
travel of the race truck. I-beam suspension is a great way to get a lot of travel without moving
the motor back and suspension points forward as compared to stock. Most quality A-arm builds
would require the motor to be moved back, bringing the bulkhead forward. However, a great
built I-beam suspension can still be a great setup. Both require a bit of work, but A-arm kits are
more readily available. However, most a-arm kits coul
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d be considered mid travel. I-beam kits are usually a little more, but give more travel than a mid
travel a-arm kit. No matter how you dice it, the I-beam setup is always going to be significantly
cheaper. But, it comes at the cost of poor on-road handling. On the contrary, most of us drive
our off-road toys on the street almost every day. If you want the best of both worlds an A-arm
setup is the only way to go, but be prepared to shell out a hefty amount of cash. We will
safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We promise not to use your email
address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us
Sponsors Advertising. Quick History Lesson Ford originally designed the I-beam suspension
setup back in the 60s. Latest News. More Stories. Everything Off Road in your inbox. Subscribe
Now. We'll send you the most exciting Off Road articles, news, truck features, and videos every
week. We think you might like No thanks. Diesel Army. Engine Tech.

